Abstract -Bifacial solar modules offer an interesting price/performance ratio, and much work has been focused on directing the ground albedo to the back of the solar cells. In this work we design and develop a reflector for a vertical bifacial panel, with the objective to optimize the energy harvest for the winter. Raytracing modelling is used to simulate the reflector, and initial simplified simulations indicates a significant gain in energy harvest that increase with increasing latitude for the winter. The simulations also show energy gain for the summer, however, not as significant as for the winter and the summer gain is almost independent of latitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bifacial solar modules has in the recent years become an attractive commercially available newcomer to the solar industry, due to the fact that the energy performance of a bifacial cell in the right orientation increases the energy harvest significantly, while only providing an additional module cost of approximately 30 % [1] . Several works have proven that adding reflectors to bifacial panels mounted at a certain optimized tilt, increases the energy harvest even further [2] - [4] , and bifacial panels has offered new solutions as e.g. PV based fences [5] . For PV-systems mounted at a tilt, the reflectors will in many cases be placed underneath the PV panel to reflect incident light from surroundings e.g. the albedo. Since these reflectors are not exposed to rain they do not have the same self-cleaning ability as the PV panels itself and the resulting energy harvest is decreased due to soiling [2] , [4] . It has also been modeled that the use of bifacial PV panels in solar farms can reduce the needed storage for the power system, since the peak power times can be shifted closer to the power demand [6] .
In this work we propose a system using a vertical mounted bifacial panel using vertical reflectors at an angle to both reduce the soiling problem, but also to optimize the energy harvest during winter, where there is shortage of solar energy. The reflector is optimized using raytracing modelling of the optical rays, where the details of the reflections at the optical interfaces are taken into consideration.
II. REFLECTOR DESIGN AND RAY-TRACING
For this initial design a bifacial panel being one cell wide is used. A preliminary system design is shown in Fig. 1 , which is comprised of a vertical bifacial panel which for simulation is oriented east west, and two reflector plates extending in angles ( ) of 45 deg. relative to the bifacial panel. The working principle is shown in Fig. 1 . The design offers a tubular embodiment with a "hat" on top, which in combination with the vertical surfaces reduces the soiling of the system significantly. In a further development where the reflectors could be concentrating the sun, the tubular design can be optimized for efficient natural convection. The volume inside the retroreflector is filled with a medium with a refractive index n r , which optionally can be different from the refractive index (n a ) of air. If n r = n a the model ignores the medium. In case n r n a the medium is present in the model and it will encapsulate the retroreflector with a flat window (the entrance window to the retroreflector) opposing the top angle of the reflector, see Fig. 1 .
The optical paths of the light incident on the retro-reflector are modelled with our ray tracing model.
The PV-module is a glass-glass module, with EVA as encapsulant. In case we select n r = 1.5 (the refractive index of glass) for the medium inside the retroreflector the interface to this laminate vanish and in that case we assume that the PV cells absorb all the incoming light -independent of its angular incidence. This allows us to consider only three paths of the incoming light, and these are illustrated in Fig. 2. 1. Refraction at the entrance window and then propagation to the PV-cell. 2. Refraction at the entrance window, then propagation to the mirror, where reflection occurs and then propagation to the PV-cell. 3. Refraction at the entrance window, then propagation to the mirror, where reflection occurs, then propagation to the entrance window, where refraction and reflection occurs and the reflected part propagates to the PV-cell. In case we select n r = 1.0 for the medium inside the retroreflector the interface to the PV laminate will be dealt with as a dielectric interface, and the Fresnel equations are used. When the ray intersects with a mirror interface we use a reflection coefficient of 95%, as an average value for the reflection coefficient of alumina throughout the spectral range of c-Si. The solar elevation ( ) is determined from the local latitude ( ), the declination of the sun ( ) and the azimuth angle ( ) of the sun relative to the local true south: 1 sin sin sin cos cos cos (1) The schematic illustrates the model of the vertical retroreflector, and its orientation relative to earth. At the moment, the model does not include the diffuse solar contribution as well as optical absorption in the medium inside the retroreflector. This preliminary model does not include variations in sun intensity but considers only the projection of the AM 1.5 spectrum and resulting scattering due to the Fresnel equations.
III. RESULTS
As a reference to our simulations on the retroreflector, the light incident on vertical mono-facial panel of the same size facing south is simulated, calculating the sun path for the specific latitude. The integral of the irradiance curve is then used as reference. An example of a reference curve is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . The simulated relative irradiance for the reference case located in Copenhagen.
The small decrease at noon for the summer is owing to the sun height, and the vertical mounted panel, and the sharp winter cut-off is due to the fact that only the projection of the direct sunlight is considered. Four cities placed at different latitudes and very similar longitudes are chosen to for the simulations: Trondheim (Norway latitude 63. The retroreflector is simulated with the reflector volume containing air (n r =1), and the glass laminate on the PV-cell reflects light according to Fresnel's equations.
A plot of the relative irradiance from East to South, is shown in Fig. 3 for the longest day of the year. In these simulations the irradiation is symmetrically around 0 o , since clear sky days are modelled, and the modules bifaciality is ignored (bifaciality is the ratio of the modules front side and back side efficiency, which in most cases differs slightly). The plot in Fig. 4 illustrates the different contributions from the optical paths present in the retroreflector. The red curve is the light incidence directly onto the PV-cells (1). The green curve illustrates light, being reflected in the retroreflector before it hits the PV-cells (2) . The third option is not present for n r = n a . The total irradiance for the entire retroreflector is plotted in Fig. 5 for Copenhagen with a n index matched medium. The simulated relative irradiance for the upper half of the bifacial PV-cell with a retroreflector filled with a medium with a refractive index of 1.5. Table 1 shows the energy gain for the longest and the shortest day at the chosen locations compared to the monofacial south oriented reference. Since all simulations are normalized the same area, being the area of the reference setup at normal incidence, the non-concentrating retro reflector can give a maximum energy gain of 2. Our intensions are to design a reflector that can deliver an energy output at a value as close to two as possible. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Initial simulations, have shown that the retroreflector increases the energy output on a winter day by 30 -70% relative to our reference setup, and a constant gain of approximately 35 % for the summer, almost independent of latitude. The improvement could be extended further by inserting an index matched medium discussed above, inside the retroreflector, however due to the long optical path optical absorption needs to be considered. The simulated relative irradiance for the upper half of the bifacial PV-cell with a retroreflector filled with a medium with a refractive index of 1.5. Fig 6 illustrates that the third optical path appears as a significant contribution approximately 33% to the total irradiance for the longest day, and the relative contribution depends on the latitude. In the four cases listed in Table 1 the gain is highest at the highest latitude, however this figure might change once diffuse meteorological irradiation data is used.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
An optical model for the retroreflector has been created based on raytracing. Initial simulations, have shown that the retro reflector increases the energy output on a winter day by 30 -70% relative to the reference setup and is strongly increasing with latitude. The next steps are to field test a reflector model at our Copenhagen based laboratory and advance the model with diffuse contribution and meteorological irradiation data.
